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Abstract: Many studies have been undertaken to determine whether waste collection services are
provided more efficiently by private or by public management. To date, however, the findings
reported are inconclusive, partly due to the need to evaluate this question over a broad time horizon.
In this paper, the question is examined taking into account an extended study period (2002–2014) and
applying an order-m data panel method that provides more robust findings than those reported in
previous research. The results show that, in general, public-sector provision of the waste collection
service is more efficient than private alternatives.
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1. Introduction

The waste collection service has been the object of increasing research interest [1–3], due to
the worldwide increase in the amount of waste generated and to rising environmental concerns,
among other aspects [4–6]. These factors, moreover, have led to stricter regulation of the sector [7].
In consequence, those responsible for service provision (most of which are local public entities) are
faced with greater demands for the necessary resources [8], making cost efficiency in this area an
essential element in planning and management.

Many analyses have been made of the waste collection service [9–12], and various studies have
examined the question of cost efficiency in providing this service [13–15]. Among the latter, researchers
have focused on the factors that may affect cost efficiency, such as the geographical and environmental
characteristics of the area, the amount and type of waste generated, the method of waste collection
used and the waste collection network established [16–19]. However, an aspect that has been relatively
neglected is that of the ownership of the service, i.e., whether it is provided by public or private
agencies [7].

In this field, the literature is inconclusive and often presents significant limitations. Some authors
have analysed the situation observed during a single year [14,20] or within a specific region [18,21],
but this is insufficient to ensure that robust results are obtained, in view of the real-world conditions
encountered. Furthermore, the need for research into the influence of the forms of provision of the
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waste collection service on cost efficiency has been heightened by the recent and growing tendency for
such services, after earlier privatisation, to be remunicipalised [22–24].

The aim of the present study is to contribute to the literature on the efficiency of the waste
collection service, by determining which management form is more efficient in terms of service
provision cost, whether direct (by the public entity) or indirect (by a private company). This efficiency
is analysed taking into consideration a broad time horizon (2002–2014), as recommended by
Máñez et al. [25] and Pérez-López et al. [26], who observed that the characteristics of efficiency may
vary depending on when a given management form is implemented. Accordingly, in this study the
efficiency of a sample of 164 Spanish municipalities with populations ranging from 1000 to 50,000
inhabitants is estimated applying an order-m frontier analysis based on panel data [27]. This approach
makes it possible to compare different forms of management and to obtain a year-on-year efficiency
score for each municipality considered. Moreover, it obtains more robust results than traditional
non-parametric techniques, such as data envelopment analysis (DEA) or free disposal hull (FDH).

The main results obtained show that provision of the waste collection service was more efficient by
direct public management than by private management throughout the study period. By population
size, for municipalities with 5000–20,000 inhabitants, public management was always more efficient.
However, in the other population sizes considered (1000–5000 and 20,000–50,000 inhabitants), during
an initial period (up to 2005) the two management forms obtained similar results; this was followed by
a second period (until 2008), during which public management was clearly more efficient. Only in
2009 was private management more efficient than public management. Subsequently, until 2014, public
management was again more efficient.

2. Literature Review

The question of efficiency in public services has aroused considerable research interest [28–31],
and studies have distinguished between different forms of service efficiency, including distributive,
allocative, dynamic and productive [32]. Productive efficiency is defined as the use of an optimal level
of inputs to generate a certain level of outputs within the production process, or during the provision
of the service—waste collection services— [33], and the wish to maximise this parameter often weighs
upon the decisions made by public managers regarding the choice of service delivery form [30,34].
In this regard, the analysis of public services from the standpoint of public entities is usually focused
on the question of cost efficiency, taking service cost as the input, instead of physical inputs, the
approach normally taken when the analysis is based on technical efficiency [14]. In the case of the
waste collection service, this question has been examined by Ronchi et al. [35], Bel and Fageda [36],
Simões et al. [37] and Plata-Díaz et al. [2].

The theory of New Public Management [38–40] has played an important role in recent years,
during which major reforms have been carried out to restructure government agencies and to reform
the provision of public services in order to increase efficiency through cost savings [41–43]. The most
commonly used measures to achieve the latter objective are the decentralisation of public services and
the introduction of market-related mechanisms for service provision [44], i.e., involving the private
sector in these activities.

The latter measure is supported by various theoretical approaches, such as public choice [45,46],
property rights [47] or agency theory [48,49], and many studies have been made of the privatisation of
public services, especially at the local level. Privatisation has been defined as the provision of public
services by a private company, which expects to profit from performing this activity [2,50–52].

According to various theoretical discussions of local government efficiency, privatisation
introduces the element of competition into the provision of public services. However, in many cases
this provision is characterised by its monopolistic nature, regardless of whether the providing agent
is a public or a private entity [2,53]. Nevertheless, the competitive process faced by potential service
providers generates the possibility of increasing productivity and thus achieving cost savings [54,55].
In addition, the privatisation of services can lead to the application of greater technical experience
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and managerial skills [56,57], as well as innovations arising in the private sector [58]. Given these
changes, an improvement in service provision is to be expected [48]. But this form of management
is not adopted with the sole purpose of improving efficiency; in many cases, it is also viewed as a
solution to problems of rigidity of the public sector, and as a means of relieving the budget pressure to
which local governments are subjected [52].

This management model could also be beneficial both to the private provider and to society,
because service provision to large populations by a private entity can generate economies of scale
and hence cost savings [59–61], an issue that is very significant to the financial managers of small
municipalities [62,63]. These savings, moreover, may be passed on in the form of price reductions to
the users of the public service concerned [32]. However, in relation to the waste collection service, the
empirical evidence in this regard is inconclusive [37,64].

On the other hand, the privatisation of public services has many detractors, for example that
service quality may be diminished in the drive to cut costs by private companies [65–67]. In this belief,
public managers often exercise close supervision of the service provision in order to maintain quality,
despite the costs of control that may arise [68], producing a negative impact on cost efficiency. Likewise,
the privatisation of public services may provoke significant transaction costs that were not taken into
consideration when the privatisation decision was taken [69,70], due to a lack of transparency and
the asymmetry in the information available to the public manager and to the private company (in
accordance with principal agent theory, see Lane, 2006 [71]). These questions are addressed in the
theory of transaction costs [58,72], according to which privatisation can give rise to circumstances in
which the desired cost savings are not obtained and, therefore, efficiency is not improved.

The direct management of service provision would eliminate problems of information
asymmetry [73] as well as those related to the difficulty of controlling the performance of the private
provider [74]. Furthermore, this management form ensures citizens’ access to the service [75]. However,
it is often seen as inefficient [57], according to the theory of public choice, developed by Savas [46],
because direct provision is strongly associated with political or economic purposes that may be
incompatible with that of maximising efficiency [76].

In view of these conflicting theoretical arguments, researchers have sought to determine which
management form would be most appropriate for public services in relation to cost efficiency. In fact,
the empirical evidence in this respect remains ambiguous [36,51]. While some authors have reported
that privatisation increases efficiency in the provision of public services [20,77–79], others have
observed no significant differences in this respect between public and private management [48,80,81].
Indeed, several authors have claimed that public management is more efficient than private-sector
provision [36,82,83]. In the specific case of the waste collection service, the empirical evidence currently
available does not support either view conclusively [26].

The complexity of these questions and the importance to local finances of the costs incurred in
providing waste collection services [8,14,18] make it necessary to conduct a detailed study of the service
efficiency achieved by direct (public) or private management, in order to provide public managers
with the information needed to reach appropriate decisions and thus maintain (or expand) the service
whilst controlling its costs [84]. Although the efficiency of this service has been analysed in several
previous studies, this article seeks to achieve more robust results by applying an estimation method
based on panel data and order-m frontier analysis, thus enabling us to compare the results obtained by
management forms over an extended period.

3. Methodology and Data

3.1. Method

In this study, the cost efficiency of the waste collection service is estimated using panel
data and order-m frontiers [27], in an approach which, unlike traditional non-parametric frontier
estimation methods, obtains comparable values for efficiency over an extended time period [85,86].
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Frontier estimation by DEA or FDH models obtains the efficiency of the different units analysed as
a linear combination of the sample observations, and therefore the application of contemporaneous
frontiers for a period of time obtains for each unit analysed an independent time-specific efficiency
coefficient, by estimating a time-specific frontier for each time interval considered [86]. However,
it should be taken into account that the consideration of intertemporal frontiers and window
analysis [87,88] for the evaluation of time series does not take into account the structure of panel
data in the estimation of coefficients of efficiency, since this approach considers each unit of the panel
to be an independent observation [89]. On the other hand, with the panel data extension proposed by
Surroca et al. [85] inter-related temporal coefficients, also known as time-variant efficiency coefficients,
can be calculated.

Among the advantages of panel data estimation, the result obtained is less dependent on the
specific values of the variables of a particular year, and there are no changes in the evaluation system
(weights of the inputs and outputs) over time [27]. In addition, this method facilitates the detection of
outliers and obtains more robust results than traditional non-parametric techniques, an outcome that
is also favoured by the application of partial non-parametric order-m frontiers.

Specifically, with the order-m approach, observations beyond the estimated efficiency frontier
may be considered [90], by means of bootstrapping techniques, based on the resolution of non-convex
algorithms of FDH programming. Thus, unlike traditional techniques that compare each unit with
the best unit of the entire sample, the efficiency values of each unit of the sample are calculated by
comparison with a sub-sample of m pairs. The mathematical programming of the extension of the data
panel approach to order-m estimation can be consulted in [27].

The algorithm used to estimate the order-m data panel coefficients of efficiency considers a fixed
positive integer m such that, for a certain average level of input (x̃0) and output (ỹ0), the estimate
considers m random production units with output variables (Y1, . . . , Ys, . . . , Ym), derived from the
distribution of the matrix of Y outputs that meet the condition Ys ≥ ỹ0. Therefore, considering the
stages to be applied to estimate the order-m frontier proposed by Daraio and Simar [91], the following
steps are taken to estimate the order-m data panel efficiency:

1. For a given level of ỹ0, a random sub-sample of size m is created with replacement between the
ysm that meet the condition ysm ≥ ỹ0.

2. The efficiency coefficient θ̃m is estimated from this random sub-sample and the resolution of
non-convex algorithms of FDH data panel programming.

3. These two steps are repeated B times, estimating a FDH data panel coefficient of efficiency in
each round, so that by the end of the process B efficiency coefficients have been obtained, θ̃m,b

(b = 1, 2, . . . , B).
4. Finally, a central value (the arithmetic mean) of the B efficiency coefficients is estimated as:

θm =
1
B

B

∑
b=1

θ̃m,b

Thus, θ̃m,b depends on the value of m, and therefore the larger this value, the more observations
are considered in the estimate and the more units will meet the condition ysm ≥ ỹ0. Hence, when m→
∞ the efficiency coefficients obtained by application of the order-m data panel method will converge
with the coefficients estimated by FDH data panel.

In addition, due to the random replacement performed, order-m frontiers can obtain efficiency
coefficients beyond the estimated frontier. In addition, they can be calculated with respect to input,
output, cost or income. Therefore, taking into account the nature of the units addressed in this study, it
is more appropriate to evaluate the efficiency of municipal service provision in terms of minimising the
cost, because the outputs are largely determined by external forces and it can be difficult to determine
the prices of local government inputs and outputs [92]. Thus, an average value will be super-efficient
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when it reaches θm > 1. Finally, unlike order-m frontiers, order-m data panel frontiers obtain fewer
super-efficient values, and so estimates with panel data will be less volatile than contemporaneous
partial frontiers.

Furthermore, the quality of the estimate can be adjusted by increasing B. Although in most
applications it is reasonable to use B = 200 [93], here we assume B = 2000 as suggested by De Witte and
Geys [94].

3.2. Data

In Spain, the municipal government is responsible for providing certain public services, including
that of waste collection. The latter is a mandatory service in all municipalities regardless of their size,
which is the criterion by which the different categories of mandatory services are established.

Among the variables that have been used in previous empirical studies to measure the efficiency
of the waste collection service, the most common (as inputs) are current and capital expenses, number
of employees, number of vehicles and distance to the landfill. The most common outputs considered
are tonnes of waste collected, frequency of collection, number of collection points and population
served [95]. In the present study, the cost of the waste collection service has been considered as the
input, measured as the municipal budget expenditure for the service (deflated) including both current
and capital costs, and as outputs the total tonnes of waste collected per year, weighted by the quality
of service measured from a technical standpoint, and the number of waste containers made available
in public streets [8,25,64,83,96]. In this sense, for the quality of service a quality index has been used,
which measures the adequacy of the service provided, considering the availability and cleanliness of
the containers, and the periodicity of the waste collection performed.

The study is based on analysis of an extensive database covering the period 2002–2014 and
including municipalities with a population of 1000 to 50,000 inhabitants. Relevant data were not
available for municipalities with smaller or larger populations. The specific databases consulted
were the Virtual Office of Local Government Financial Coordination of the Treasury, which provides
information on the budgeted municipal cost of the waste collection service, and the Survey of Local
Infrastructure and Equipment (EIEL) published by the Ministry of Territorial Policy and Public Services,
which publishes data on the outputs and the management form of the waste collection service.

A multivariate data outlier detection process was applied through the TRIMMEAN function to
5% of the sample. The final sample was composed of 164 municipalities, which provided the waste
collection service through direct public management or outsourced it to a private company, and which
maintained this form of service provision throughout the study period. Table 1 shows the descriptive
statistics for the study variables used in this analysis, by size and delivery form.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of costs and outputs for the waste collection service in Spain, 2002–2014
by municipalities size and delivery forms (n = 164).

Public
Delivery

Population Variable Mean Min Max Std. Dev.

1000–5000
inhabitants

Cost (euro) 417,974 66,349 833,197 234,896
Tonnes 4597 355 19,016 5781

Tonnes * Quality 8980 711 37,311 11,344
Containers 338 81 583 201

Population Variable Mean Min Max Std. Dev.

5000–20,000
inhabitants

Cost (euro) 445,389 68,266 2,115,041 310,963
Tonnes 4438 703 19,016 3862

Tonnes * Quality 8586 1406 37,311 7663
Containers 504 85 1299 272

Population Variable Mean Min Max Std. Dev.

20,000–50,000
inhabitants

Cost (euro) 962,845 300,000 1,918,332 445,641
Tonnes 9064 4574 19,016 5922

Tonnes * Quality 17,815 8943 37,311 11,631
Containers 677 250 1273 188
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Table 1. Cont.

Private
Delivery

Population Variable Mean Min Max Std. Dev.

1000–5000
inhabitants

Cost (euro) 544,504 60,974 1,361,950 390,499
Tonnes 8044 1174 20,920 7258

Tonnes * Quality 15,253 1385 39,203 13,388
Containers 273 28 488 157

Population Variable Mean Min Max Std. Dev.

5000–20,000
inhabitants

Cost (euro) 719,414 58,423 2,865,224 539,759
Tonnes 5598 1268 20,920 3779

Tonnes * Quality 10,716 2537 39,203 7301
Containers 340 21 1467 220

Population Variable Mean Min Max Std. Dev.

20,000–50,000
inhabitants

Cost (euro) 1,330,167 183,649 3,530,963 578,238
Tonnes 11,820 1255 20,920 4718

Tonnes * Quality 22,945 2510 39,203 8648
Containers 636 61 3101 523

4. Results

In this section, the main study results obtained are analysed. The efficiency values were calculated
using the R statistical software package [96], in the form of the FEAR package [97].

Before examining the efficiency values obtained, the Mann–Whitney U test and Li’s test [98] were
performed. These tests were conducted to determine whether there were significant differences
between public and private forms of service provision in order to identify which one is more
appropriate in terms of waste collection efficiency. The Mann–Whitney U test is non-parametric
and evaluates the independence of two samples, with the null hypothesis that the difference between
them is zero. Li’s test [98], which was applied in accordance with the extension proposed by [99],
measures the distance between two density functions, using the integrated square error of these
functions [100,101]. Figure 1 shows the density graph obtained, based on the Kernel density estimation,
which allows us to estimate the probability density function of a random variable. Here, the X axis
represents the units of the sample, and the Y axis shows the probability density function of this sample,
highlighting the existence of differences between the two samples—on the one hand, municipalities
with public management of the service and, on the other, those with private management of the service.

The results of these tests reveal significant differences between the efficiencies of these two
management forms for the waste collection service, during the period analysed. The next step in our
analysis was to determine the average efficiency of each management form for each year. As can be
seen in Figure 2, the average efficiency scores for direct public management were higher than those for
private services, throughout the study period, from which it is concluded that public management is
more appropriate than outsourcing for the provision of the waste collection service.

These results also show that the average efficiency score fell markedly between the initial year
(2002) and 2014, although at different rates according to the management form considered; with
direct provision, efficiency rose in 2006, 2010 and slightly in 2013; with private provision, on the
other hand, mean efficiency fell until 2009, when it increased slightly to an average level of 22%, from
where it decreased to 14% in 2011, at which level it then remained fairly constant. The descriptive
statistics of the efficiency values are shown in Tables 2 and 3, which correspond to direct provision and
privatisation management forms, respectively.
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics of efficiency scores for the waste collection service in Spain with public
direct provision, 2002–2014 (n = 56).

Year Mean Median Min. Max. Std. Dev.

2002 0.471 0.469 0.096 1 0.246
2003 0.432 0.421 0.067 1 0.234
2004 0.389 0.363 0.062 1 0.241
2005 0.340 0.311 0.061 0.902 0.210
2006 0.427 0.385 0.084 1 0.278
2007 0.382 0.346 0.055 0.965 0.234
2008 0.348 0.314 0.068 0.890 0.212
2009 0.307 0.261 0.065 1 0.205
2010 0.348 0.289 0.057 1 0.229
2011 0.268 0.231 0.053 1 0.209
2012 0.250 0.208 0.053 0.995 0.179
2013 0.268 0.171 0.052 1 0.222
2014 0.264 0.173 0.043 1.001 0.238

Table 3. Descriptive statistics of efficiency score for the waste collection service in Spain with private
provision, 2002–2014 (n = 108).

Year Mean Median Min. Max. Std. Dev.

2002 0.369 0.271 0.055 1.025 0.291
2003 0.304 0.216 0.052 1 0.245
2004 0.252 0.179 0.038 0.931 0.203
2005 0.239 0.149 0.033 1 0.212
2006 0.223 0.179 0.039 1 0.172
2007 0.203 0.143 0.032 1 0.181
2008 0.183 0.166 0.020 0.693 0.141
2009 0.220 0.157 0.030 1 0.227
2010 0.175 0.137 0.022 1 0.173
2011 0.144 0.122 0.030 0.604 0.102
2012 0.143 0.108 0.018 0.912 0.139
2013 0.145 0.122 0.026 1.001 0.127
2014 0.139 0.115 0.024 0.765 0.102

Analysis of these results according to the number of inhabitants and type of service provision
(Figures 3–5) shows that the efficiency of the waste collection service varies among the municipalities
with a population of 5000 to 20,000 inhabitants (Figure 4), whereby those with public (direct)
management recorded higher scores in this respect than those which had outsourced the service,
throughout the study period. However, in the municipalities with 1000 to 5000 inhabitants (Figure 3)
the average efficiency of both forms of service provision was very similar, except in 2002–2003,
2006–2009 and 2014. Among the largest municipalities, too, there was some variability in the mean
efficiency scores recorded, although from 2003 to 2005 very similar results were obtained for both
forms of service management.
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5. Conclusions

The question of whether the waste collection service can be provided more efficiently by private
or public management forms is a recurring theme in the literature. This debate has been rekindled in
recent years by the remunicipalisation processes carried out by local authorities in various countries,
where public managers have cancelled contracts with private waste collection companies after the
expected results were not delivered. These changes and uncertainties reflect the fact that the greater
efficiency of service provision, whether by public or private formulas, remains to be established.
One of the problems in this respect is that most studies of the question have been cross-sectional, and
so no long-term evaluation has been made with which more robust results could have been obtained.
The present study addresses this shortcoming by analysing the efficiency of the waste collection service
by private and public management forms over an extended period of time, and by employing order-m
data panel methodology, which allows robust estimates to be obtained [102,103].

Order-m data panel estimation provides a year-on-year efficiency score, for each of the
municipalities analysed. This approach, unlike contemporaneous frontiers, intertemporal frontiers and
window analysis, enables the comparison of mean efficiency values from different sources and over an
extended period. Moreover, the estimations made with this methodological extension obtain more
robust results because they are less dependent on the specific values of the variables of a particular
year, which facilitates the detection of superefficient units [27].

By applying the above method in this analysis of the efficiency of the waste collection service over
an extended period (2002–2014), robust values are obtained for public and private forms of service
provision, thus providing solid reasoning for preferring one form or the other. Specifically, over the
whole time horizon considered, the results obtained show that public management forms achieve
notably higher levels of efficiency than private provision. By population size, it is shown that for
municipalities with 5000 to 20,000 inhabitants, throughout the study period, public management
is more efficient. However, for smaller and larger municipalities (1000–5000 and 20,000–50,000
inhabitants), up to 2005 the two management forms obtained similar results; then, until 2008, public
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management was more efficient. The year 2009 was the only year when private management was
more efficient. From then until the end of the study period in 2014, public management was again
seen to be more efficient.

Even when the only criterion applied is that of population size, the results obtained by public
management formulas are always superior. However, in the smallest and largest municipalities,
the patterns of efficiency values present greater variability. Only during the first year of the Great
Recession (2009) was the efficiency of private management greater than that of public management in
two population categories (1000–5000 and 20,000–50,000 inhabitants), which implies that private forms
adapted better to the changes produced by this transboundary crisis [104], although the effect was
short-lived. However, a more detailed study is required to analyse this period (2009–2014).

A more detailed study of efficiency, according to the type of waste treated, could provide a basis
for improved service management in the future. However, in the present case this was not possible,
due to the lack of disaggregated information in this regard. This same non-availability of itemised
service costs currently hampers decision making by public managers, and represents an information
gap warranting attention.

Future research in this field should consider other options for providing the waste collection
service and seek to determine the impact made by certain environmental factors in this context.
Moreover, careful consideration should be paid to developing robust estimates such as those presented
in this paper.
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